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INSTALLATION MANUAL
Magna Charger

Dodge 6.1L HEMI Engine
2009 Challenger

Please take a few moments to review this manual thoroughly before you begin work:  Make a quick parts check 
to make certain your kit is complete (see shipper parts list in this package). If you discover shipping damage or 
shortage, please call our offi ce immediately.  Take a look at exactly what you are going to need in terms of tools, 
time, and experience.  Review our limited warranty with care.  When unpacking the supercharger kit DO NOT lift the 
supercharger assembly by the black plastic bypass actuator.  This is pre-set from the factory and can be altered if used 
as a lifting point!

Caution: Relieve the fuel system pressure before servicing fuel system components in order to reduce the risk of fi re 
and personal injury. After relieving the system pressure, a small amount of fuel may be released when servicing the 
fuel lines or connections. In order to reduce the risk of personal injury, cover the regulator and fuel line fi ttings with a 
shop towel before disconnecting.  This will catch any fuel that may leak out. Place the towel in an approved container 
when the job is complete.  Use only premium fuel, 91 octane or better. Use only premium fuel, 91 octane or better.

Magna Charger systems are manufactured to produce about 20 RWHP per pound of boost at sea level.  High altitudes 
will produce different numbers.

Our Magna Charger kits are designed for engines in good mechanical condition only.  Installation on high mileage 
or damaged engines is not recommended and may result in engine failure, for which we are not responsible. Magna 
Charger is not responsible for the engine or consequential damages.

Aftermarket engine recalibration devices that modify fuel and spark curve (including, but not limited to programmers) 
are not recommended and may cause engine damage or failure. Use of non-Magna Charger approved programming 
will void all warranties. If you have any questions, call us.

After you fi nish your installation and road test your vehicle, please fi ll out and mail in the limited warranty card, so we 
can add you to our fi les (this is important for your protection).

 A new GM fuel fi lter is recommended at the time of supercharger installation
  Stock spark plugs and stock plug gap is recommended
  Drive belt = Gates# 5060990
Tools Required:
 Metric wrench set
 ¼” - 3/8” and ½” drive metric socket set (Standard & Deep)
 3/8”and ½” drive Foot pound and inch pound torque wrenches
 Phillips and fl at head screwdrivers
 Fuel line quick disconnect tools (included in kit)
 Small or angled 3/8” drill motor
 Drain pan
 Hose cutters
 Hose clamp pliers
 Safety glasses
 Metric Allen socket set 3/8” drive
 Shop vacuum cleaner
 Blue Loctite

Helpful Tool:  Air or electric impact wrench.

Contact information:
Magnuson Products Inc
Magna Charger Division
1990 Knoll Drive
Ventura, CA 93003
Sales/Tech support 805-289-0044
Websites:
www.magnusonproducts.com
www.magnacharger.com
Email:
info@magnacharger.com



 Dodge Challenger Hemi 6.1 Liter Instructions Dodge Challenger Hemi 6.1 Liter Instructions

Note:  This install is the initial installation, as such Note:  This install is the initial installation, as such 
preliminary steps of removing existing intake preliminary steps of removing existing intake 
manifold were accomplished in R&D for mock-manifold were accomplished in R&D for mock-
up, dimensioning, and fi t purposes.  These steps up, dimensioning, and fi t purposes.  These steps 
will be covered in detail in the next instructions.will be covered in detail in the next instructions.

1. Here are a portion of the 6.1Liter Hemi 1. Here are a portion of the 6.1Liter Hemi 
parts.  Not shown are the Intercooler hoses, res-parts.  Not shown are the Intercooler hoses, res-
ervoir, heat exchanger, pump and miscellaneous ervoir, heat exchanger, pump and miscellaneous 
parts.parts.

2. The fi rst real step is to use the provided 2. The fi rst real step is to use the provided 
DiabloSport Predator hand held tuner to setup DiabloSport Predator hand held tuner to setup 
the calibration for your new supercharger sys-the calibration for your new supercharger sys-
tem.  Follow the instructions in the supplied Dia-tem.  Follow the instructions in the supplied Dia-
bloSport tuner manual.  Locate your EO sticker bloSport tuner manual.  Locate your EO sticker 
and follow the instructions for placing the sticker and follow the instructions for placing the sticker 
on the supercharger.on the supercharger.

3. In the trunk of the vehicle, below the lift 3. In the trunk of the vehicle, below the lift 
up panel is the vehicle battery.  Disconnect the up panel is the vehicle battery.  Disconnect the 
battery negative (-) cable at the terminal using a battery negative (-) cable at the terminal using a 
10mm wrench and set it aside where it will not 10mm wrench and set it aside where it will not 
accidentally make connection with the battery accidentally make connection with the battery 
post.post.
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4. Slowly remove the gas cap to release fuel 4. Slowly remove the gas cap to release fuel 
system pressure.system pressure.

5. Remove the splash shields below and be-5. Remove the splash shields below and be-
hind the nose fascia.  Two bolts on the frame are hind the nose fascia.  Two bolts on the frame are 
augmented with push pin rivets in the fascia.  augmented with push pin rivets in the fascia.  

6. Push the heat exchanger up in front of the 6. Push the heat exchanger up in front of the 
air conditioner condenser from below the vehicle.  air conditioner condenser from below the vehicle.  
Have an assistant hold the unit in place while Have an assistant hold the unit in place while 
you attach the two supplied hangers over the top you attach the two supplied hangers over the top 
of the AC condenser.  Use the supplied 12mm of the AC condenser.  Use the supplied 12mm 
nuts on the heat exchanger studs to secure the nuts on the heat exchanger studs to secure the 
hangers to the studs on the heat exchanger.hangers to the studs on the heat exchanger.

7. Attach the lower heat exchanger vibra-7. Attach the lower heat exchanger vibra-
tion damper bracket on the bottom of the heat tion damper bracket on the bottom of the heat 
exchanger.  This bracket also clamps over the exchanger.  This bracket also clamps over the 
existing AC condenser and is secured with the existing AC condenser and is secured with the 
supplied 12mm nut and carriage bolts.supplied 12mm nut and carriage bolts.
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8. Attach the supplied reservoir bottle to the 8. Attach the supplied reservoir bottle to the 
supplied mounting bracket using the 10mm bolts supplied mounting bracket using the 10mm bolts 
supplied.  Mount the reservoir assembly to the supplied.  Mount the reservoir assembly to the 
forward stud on the driver side shock tower us-forward stud on the driver side shock tower us-
ing the existing nut to secure in place.ing the existing nut to secure in place.

9. Pull the hardline barb running under the 9. Pull the hardline barb running under the 
OEM intake manifold out of the passenger side OEM intake manifold out of the passenger side 
of the water pump.  Cut the existing heater hose of the water pump.  Cut the existing heater hose 
connected to the hardline you just unplugged af-connected to the hardline you just unplugged af-
ter the molded “T” connection leaving about 6” ter the molded “T” connection leaving about 6” 
of the hose as shown.  The hardline will not be of the hose as shown.  The hardline will not be 
reused.reused.

10. Put a generous amount of the supplied 10. Put a generous amount of the supplied 
Green Loctite on one of the supplied hose barbs Green Loctite on one of the supplied hose barbs 
just between the O-ring and the raised stop.just between the O-ring and the raised stop.

11. Push the fi tting into the hole on the wa-11. Push the fi tting into the hole on the wa-
ter pump that you removed the passenger side ter pump that you removed the passenger side 
hardline earlier in step 9.hardline earlier in step 9.
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12. Cut 2” off the short end of the supplied 12. Cut 2” off the short end of the supplied 
5/8” x 4” x 48”  elbow hose and attach the short 5/8” x 4” x 48”  elbow hose and attach the short 
end of the hose to the barb you just installed in end of the hose to the barb you just installed in 
the water pump using one of the supplied spring the water pump using one of the supplied spring 
hose clamps.hose clamps.

13. Route the other end of the hose around 13. Route the other end of the hose around 
the passenger side of the valve cover, back the passenger side of the valve cover, back 
around the back of the engine.  Use the supplied around the back of the engine.  Use the supplied 
hose coupling/adapter to attach the end of the hose coupling/adapter to attach the end of the 
hose to the 6” piece of hose remaining after the hose to the 6” piece of hose remaining after the 
“T” you modifi ed in step #9.  Clamp using the “T” you modifi ed in step #9.  Clamp using the 
supplied spring hose clamps.supplied spring hose clamps.

14. Pull the hardline barb that runs under the 14. Pull the hardline barb that runs under the 
driver side of the OEM manifold out of the hole driver side of the OEM manifold out of the hole 
in the driver side of the water pump.  Cut the end in the driver side of the water pump.  Cut the end 
of the hose that connects to this hardline before of the hose that connects to this hardline before 
you get to the elbow leaving the elbow intact and you get to the elbow leaving the elbow intact and 
about 3” of straight end.  This is before you reach about 3” of straight end.  This is before you reach 
the molded “T” connection as shown.  The hard-the molded “T” connection as shown.  The hard-
line will not be reused.line will not be reused.

15. Put a generous amount of the supplied 15. Put a generous amount of the supplied 
Green Loctite on one of the supplied hose barbs Green Loctite on one of the supplied hose barbs 
just between the O-ring and the raised stop.just between the O-ring and the raised stop.
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16. Push this prepared hose barb into the 16. Push this prepared hose barb into the 
hole you just vacated in step #14 as shown.hole you just vacated in step #14 as shown.

17. Attach the supplied 90° elbow to the end 17. Attach the supplied 90° elbow to the end 
of the hose after the existing elbow that you pre-of the hose after the existing elbow that you pre-
pared in step #14.  Attach the supplied 5/8” x 48” pared in step #14.  Attach the supplied 5/8” x 48” 
hose to the other end of the 90° elbow you just hose to the other end of the 90° elbow you just 
installed and secure both ends with the provided installed and secure both ends with the provided 
spring clamps as shown.spring clamps as shown.

18. Route the other end of the hose forward 18. Route the other end of the hose forward 
on the driver side, below the reservoir you in-on the driver side, below the reservoir you in-
stalled earlier, and attach to the driver side hose stalled earlier, and attach to the driver side hose 
barb on the water pump you installed in step #16 barb on the water pump you installed in step #16 
using a provided spring clamp.using a provided spring clamp.

19. There are two provided stand-off shims, 19. There are two provided stand-off shims, 
Adel clamps, and bolts.  Use one of the Adel Adel clamps, and bolts.  Use one of the Adel 
clamps with the “P” facing up and toward the clamps with the “P” facing up and toward the 
rear of the vehicle to anchor the passenger side rear of the vehicle to anchor the passenger side 
heater hose to the block as shown.heater hose to the block as shown.
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20. Use the other stand-off shim, Adel clamp, 20. Use the other stand-off shim, Adel clamp, 
and bolt with the “P” facing up and toward the and bolt with the “P” facing up and toward the 
front of the vehicle to anchor the driver side heat-front of the vehicle to anchor the driver side heat-
er hose to the block.  After the bolt is tightened er hose to the block.  After the bolt is tightened 
securely, bend the Adel clamp down fi rmly to securely, bend the Adel clamp down fi rmly to 
create the clearance necessary in a later step.create the clearance necessary in a later step.

21. On the passenger side of the vehicle, 21. On the passenger side of the vehicle, 
feel along the heater hose and locate any hard feel along the heater hose and locate any hard 
edges that may stress the hose.  Cut sections of edges that may stress the hose.  Cut sections of 
the supplied split-loom to cover protect the hose the supplied split-loom to cover protect the hose 
from chaffi ng at these locations.from chaffi ng at these locations.

22. Do the same for the driver side of the ve-22. Do the same for the driver side of the ve-
hicle heater hose.hicle heater hose.

23. Remove the 10mm bolt holding the air 23. Remove the 10mm bolt holding the air 
box at the front to the frame and pull the air box box at the front to the frame and pull the air box 
from the vehicle.from the vehicle.
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24. Unsnap the lock holding the power steer-24. Unsnap the lock holding the power steer-
ing reservoir to the mount by depressing the clip ing reservoir to the mount by depressing the clip 
and lifting the reservoir free.  Move the reservoir and lifting the reservoir free.  Move the reservoir 
over toward the engine temporarily.over toward the engine temporarily.

25. Adjacent to the stamp and next to the ob-25. Adjacent to the stamp and next to the ob-
long hole at the front fl ange of the wheel well long hole at the front fl ange of the wheel well 
there are two holes.  With a ¼” bit, open these there are two holes.  With a ¼” bit, open these 
holes a bit and test fi t using the supplied 6mm holes a bit and test fi t using the supplied 6mm 
bolts.bolts.

26. Mount the intercooler pump to the sup-26. Mount the intercooler pump to the sup-
plied mounting bracket using the two large Adel plied mounting bracket using the two large Adel 
Clamps, bolts and nuts.  Mount the intercooler Clamps, bolts and nuts.  Mount the intercooler 
pump assembly to the wheel well front fl ange us-pump assembly to the wheel well front fl ange us-
ing the supplied 6mm bolts and nuts as shown.  ing the supplied 6mm bolts and nuts as shown.  
Ensure that the discharge valve is pointing down Ensure that the discharge valve is pointing down 
as indicated in the photo.as indicated in the photo.

27. Cut the short end of the 4” x 60” x ¾” 90° 27. Cut the short end of the 4” x 60” x ¾” 90° 
elbow hose leaving about 1” on the short end.  elbow hose leaving about 1” on the short end.  
Attach this short end of the hose to the passen-Attach this short end of the hose to the passen-
ger side hose barb on the front of the intercooler ger side hose barb on the front of the intercooler 
heat exchanger using one of the supplied spring heat exchanger using one of the supplied spring 
hose clamps as shown.  The hose will be point-hose clamps as shown.  The hose will be point-
ing toward the driver side of the vehicle.  Route ing toward the driver side of the vehicle.  Route 
the end of the hose up behind the driver side the end of the hose up behind the driver side 
head light and into the engine compartment.head light and into the engine compartment.
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28. Cut the short end of the supplied 4” x 36” 28. Cut the short end of the supplied 4” x 36” 
x ¾” 90° elbow hose leaving about 1” of straight x ¾” 90° elbow hose leaving about 1” of straight 
end.  Attach this end to the driver side hose barb end.  Attach this end to the driver side hose barb 
of the intercooler heat exchanger using one of of the intercooler heat exchanger using one of 
the supplied spring hose clamps.the supplied spring hose clamps.

29. Route the other end of this hose to the 29. Route the other end of this hose to the 
intercooler pump you installed in step #26 and intercooler pump you installed in step #26 and 
attach to the discharge barb of the pump using attach to the discharge barb of the pump using 
one of the supplied spring clamps.one of the supplied spring clamps.

30. Attach one end of the 36” x ¾” hose to the 30. Attach one end of the 36” x ¾” hose to the 
inlet barb on the intercooler pump using one of inlet barb on the intercooler pump using one of 
the supplied spring clamps and route the other the supplied spring clamps and route the other 
end up into the engine compartment as shown.end up into the engine compartment as shown.

31. Add a supplied hose coupling (mender) 31. Add a supplied hose coupling (mender) 
to the end of the 60” elbow hose from the pas-to the end of the 60” elbow hose from the pas-
senger side of the intercooler heat exchanger senger side of the intercooler heat exchanger 
and attach the supplied 4” x 36” x 3/4” 90° elbow and attach the supplied 4” x 36” x 3/4” 90° elbow 
hose to the other end of the coupler.  Secure hose to the other end of the coupler.  Secure 
both ends with the supplied spring hose clamps.  both ends with the supplied spring hose clamps.  
Route the elbow end of the hose back toward the Route the elbow end of the hose back toward the 
rear of the engine under the reservoir and should rear of the engine under the reservoir and should 
end up pointing down.end up pointing down.
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32. Use a supplied worm gear clamp to attach 32. Use a supplied worm gear clamp to attach 
the end of the hose from the intercooler pump the end of the hose from the intercooler pump 
(installed in step #26) inlet barb to the discharge (installed in step #26) inlet barb to the discharge 
barb of the intercooler reservoir.barb of the intercooler reservoir.

33. Attach the straight end of the supplied 4” 33. Attach the straight end of the supplied 4” 
x 36” x ¾” 90° elbow hose to the intercooler res-x 36” x ¾” 90° elbow hose to the intercooler res-
ervoir inlet barb.  Use the supplied worm gear ervoir inlet barb.  Use the supplied worm gear 
clamp and tighten securely.clamp and tighten securely.

34. Mount the intercooler pump relay to the 34. Mount the intercooler pump relay to the 
passenger side horn bolt by using a 10mm passenger side horn bolt by using a 10mm 
wrench to remove and replace the bolt incorpo-wrench to remove and replace the bolt incorpo-
rating the relay as shown.rating the relay as shown.

35. Route the red and black wires in the split 35. Route the red and black wires in the split 
loom over to the driver side, down and plug the loom over to the driver side, down and plug the 
end into the intercooler pump electrical connec-end into the intercooler pump electrical connec-
tion as shown.tion as shown.
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36. Insert the supplied fuse into the intercool-36. Insert the supplied fuse into the intercool-
er harness fuse holder.er harness fuse holder.

37. Zip tie the fuse holder to the existing wire 37. Zip tie the fuse holder to the existing wire 
loom at the passenger side of the radiator as loom at the passenger side of the radiator as 
shown.shown.

38. Route the black wire with the “eye” termi-38. Route the black wire with the “eye” termi-
nal down to the existing ground wire stud at the nal down to the existing ground wire stud at the 
front, base fl are of the wheel well.  Remove the front, base fl are of the wheel well.  Remove the 
nut with a 10mm wrench and replace incorporat-nut with a 10mm wrench and replace incorporat-
ing the black ground wire.ing the black ground wire.

39. Remove the red wire cover from the posi-39. Remove the red wire cover from the posi-
tive (+) terminal on the outside of the fuse center tive (+) terminal on the outside of the fuse center 
box by unsnapping the clips and set aside for box by unsnapping the clips and set aside for 
reinstall.reinstall.
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40. Cut the existing “eye” terminal from the 40. Cut the existing “eye” terminal from the 
end of the red wire and replace with the larger end of the red wire and replace with the larger 
supplied “eye” terminal.  Crimp the terminal on supplied “eye” terminal.  Crimp the terminal on 
securely, and route the red and yellow wires over securely, and route the red and yellow wires over 
to the fuse center.  Remove the existing nut from to the fuse center.  Remove the existing nut from 
the positive (+) stud exposed when you removed the positive (+) stud exposed when you removed 
the red wire cover.  Replace the nut incorporating the red wire cover.  Replace the nut incorporating 
the new red wire terminal on the post.  Tighten the new red wire terminal on the post.  Tighten 
securely.securely.

41. Cover the red and yellow wires with the 41. Cover the red and yellow wires with the 
supplied split loom, exiting the yellow wire near supplied split loom, exiting the yellow wire near 
the base of the fuse center box.  Replace the red the base of the fuse center box.  Replace the red 
wire cover on the positive (+) terminal exposed wire cover on the positive (+) terminal exposed 
in step #39.in step #39.

42. Open the fuse center cover and route the 42. Open the fuse center cover and route the 
yellow wire up inside the front outside corner yellow wire up inside the front outside corner 
of the fuse center box.  Crimp on the supplied of the fuse center box.  Crimp on the supplied 
spade connector end securely.spade connector end securely.

43. Remove fuse #6 (25amp-injectors, coils, 43. Remove fuse #6 (25amp-injectors, coils, 
SRV) from the slot, and add the fuse tap to one SRV) from the slot, and add the fuse tap to one 
leg of the fuse.leg of the fuse.
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44. Replace the 25amp fuse #6 back into its 44. Replace the 25amp fuse #6 back into its 
designated slot.designated slot.

45. Plug the yellow wire spade connector onto 45. Plug the yellow wire spade connector onto 
the fuse tap you just installed.the fuse tap you just installed.

46. Replace the fuse center cover.46. Replace the fuse center cover.

47. Use a 10mm wrench to remove the stock 47. Use a 10mm wrench to remove the stock 
throttle body from the OEM intake manifold.  throttle body from the OEM intake manifold.  
Carefully remove the throttle body O-ring gas-Carefully remove the throttle body O-ring gas-
ket and press into the groove on the new super-ket and press into the groove on the new super-
charger intake.charger intake.
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48. Use the stock throttle body bolts to mount 48. Use the stock throttle body bolts to mount 
the throttle body on the new intake.  Apply Blue the throttle body on the new intake.  Apply Blue 
Loctite to the bolts and torque the bolts down to Loctite to the bolts and torque the bolts down to 
106” lbs.  Verify your torque wrench settings.106” lbs.  Verify your torque wrench settings.

49. Remove the factory IAT sensor from the 49. Remove the factory IAT sensor from the 
OEM air tube.OEM air tube.

50. Put a bead of the supplied Lubriplate lu-50. Put a bead of the supplied Lubriplate lu-
bricant on the IAT sensor O-ring and press the bricant on the IAT sensor O-ring and press the 
sensor into the passenger side hole on the su-sensor into the passenger side hole on the su-
percharger lid.  This hole is at the front of the percharger lid.  This hole is at the front of the 
passenger side, between the fuel rail and the su-passenger side, between the fuel rail and the su-
percharger.percharger.

51. Use the provided IAT clamp and M6 bolt 51. Use the provided IAT clamp and M6 bolt 
to anchor the IAT sensor to the lid.  Torque the to anchor the IAT sensor to the lid.  Torque the 
bolt to 106” lbs.  Verify your torque wrench set-bolt to 106” lbs.  Verify your torque wrench set-
tings.tings.
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52. Modify the provided MAP sensor by fi ling 52. Modify the provided MAP sensor by fi ling 
off the outside fi n as shown.off the outside fi n as shown.

53. Place a bead of the provided Lubriplate 53. Place a bead of the provided Lubriplate 
lubricant on the MAP sensor O-ring.lubricant on the MAP sensor O-ring.

54. Install the MAP sensor in the new super-54. Install the MAP sensor in the new super-
charger lid, between the fuel rails at the rear of charger lid, between the fuel rails at the rear of 
the supercharger, on the passenger side.the supercharger, on the passenger side.

55. Use the stock bolts from the OEM intake 55. Use the stock bolts from the OEM intake 
manifold to secure the MAP sensor to the new manifold to secure the MAP sensor to the new 
supercharger manifold assembly.  Apply Blue supercharger manifold assembly.  Apply Blue 
Loctite to the bolts and torque the bolts to 106” Loctite to the bolts and torque the bolts to 106” 
lbs.  Verify your torque wrench settings.lbs.  Verify your torque wrench settings.
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56. Remove the tape protecting the intake 56. Remove the tape protecting the intake 
ports on the heads of the engine.ports on the heads of the engine.

57. Clean the port surfaces using alcohol or 57. Clean the port surfaces using alcohol or 
some other non-petroleum based solvent to re-some other non-petroleum based solvent to re-
move any tape residue or remaining debris.move any tape residue or remaining debris.

58. Place the stock intake manifold gaskets 58. Place the stock intake manifold gaskets 
from your disassembly process onto the heads.  from your disassembly process onto the heads.  
Align all the port and bolt holes.Align all the port and bolt holes.

59. Lube the O-ring groove using the provided 59. Lube the O-ring groove using the provided 
Lubriplate lubricant and press the O-ring gaskets Lubriplate lubricant and press the O-ring gaskets 
into the grooves of the supercharger manifold into the grooves of the supercharger manifold 
tub.tub.
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60. Carefully place the supercharger tub over 60. Carefully place the supercharger tub over 
the OEM gaskets on the heads, verify your port the OEM gaskets on the heads, verify your port 
alignment and that the gaskets haven’t shifted.alignment and that the gaskets haven’t shifted.

61. USE EXTREME CAUTION IN THIS STEP 61. USE EXTREME CAUTION IN THIS STEP 
TO AVOID DROPPING BOLTS OR TOOLS TO AVOID DROPPING BOLTS OR TOOLS 
INTO THE EXPOSED ENGINE PORTS.  Place INTO THE EXPOSED ENGINE PORTS.  Place 
a bead of Blue Loctite on the ten provided 10mm a bead of Blue Loctite on the ten provided 10mm 
x 20mm bolts and fi nger tighten them in the base x 20mm bolts and fi nger tighten them in the base 
of the supercharger tub anchoring the tub to of the supercharger tub anchoring the tub to 
the engine heads.  Torque the bolts down to the the engine heads.  Torque the bolts down to the 
head at 106” lbs using a center-out, criss-cross head at 106” lbs using a center-out, criss-cross 
pattern.pattern.

62. If your kit has a break in the supercharger 62. If your kit has a break in the supercharger 
O-ring gasket, put a dab of black silicone RTV O-ring gasket, put a dab of black silicone RTV 
at the junction of the ends to ensure complete at the junction of the ends to ensure complete 
seal.seal.

63. With the help of an assistant, carefully set 63. With the help of an assistant, carefully set 
the supercharger lid assembly into position.the supercharger lid assembly into position.
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64. Put a bead of blue Loctite on the supplied 64. Put a bead of blue Loctite on the supplied 
6mm x 16mm bolts that hold the supercharger 6mm x 16mm bolts that hold the supercharger 
assembly to the tub installed insteps #58-59.assembly to the tub installed insteps #58-59.

65. Torque the 17 bolts to 106” lbs using a 65. Torque the 17 bolts to 106” lbs using a 
center-out, criss-cross pattern.  Don’t forget the center-out, criss-cross pattern.  Don’t forget the 
30mm long bolt under the supercharger nose 30mm long bolt under the supercharger nose 
that was pre-installed.  Verify your torque wrench that was pre-installed.  Verify your torque wrench 
settings.settings.

66. At the rear of the supercharger on the 66. At the rear of the supercharger on the 
passenger side is a large wiring harness with a passenger side is a large wiring harness with a 
MAP sensor tail splitting off.  Pull upwards on MAP sensor tail splitting off.  Pull upwards on 
the large harness to give some more reach to the large harness to give some more reach to 
the MAP sensor tail.  Zip tie this harness in the the MAP sensor tail.  Zip tie this harness in the 
stretched position to the fuel cross-over fi tting as stretched position to the fuel cross-over fi tting as 
shown.shown.

67. Attach the MAP sensor plug to the MAP 67. Attach the MAP sensor plug to the MAP 
sensor.sensor.
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68. Plug in the eight fuel injectors.68. Plug in the eight fuel injectors.

69. Pry off the push connector mount from 69. Pry off the push connector mount from 
the IAT sensor by using a small fl at-head screw-the IAT sensor by using a small fl at-head screw-
driver.  Route the plug under the front fuel line driver.  Route the plug under the front fuel line 
cross-over hose and plug into the IAT sensor at cross-over hose and plug into the IAT sensor at 
the front passenger side of the supercharger lid.the front passenger side of the supercharger lid.

70. Attach the fuel line to the supercharger 70. Attach the fuel line to the supercharger 
fuel line barb at the rear passenger side of the fuel line barb at the rear passenger side of the 
supercharger assembly.supercharger assembly.

71. Plug the EVAP plastic tube on the driver 71. Plug the EVAP plastic tube on the driver 
side of the engine into the barb below the bypass side of the engine into the barb below the bypass 
hose on the supercharger intake.  Route the tube hose on the supercharger intake.  Route the tube 
so that it passes under the second coil plug on so that it passes under the second coil plug on 
the driver side, and on clip onto the inside edge the driver side, and on clip onto the inside edge 
of the valve cover mounting post as indicated.of the valve cover mounting post as indicated.
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72. Cut the supplied 11/32” hose to 33” in 72. Cut the supplied 11/32” hose to 33” in 
length.  Attach one end to the brake booster length.  Attach one end to the brake booster 
valve.  No clamps are necessary.valve.  No clamps are necessary.

73. Route the hose under the rear of the fuel 73. Route the hose under the rear of the fuel 
rail forward below the bypass actuator and plug rail forward below the bypass actuator and plug 
into the supercharger intake barb as shown.  No into the supercharger intake barb as shown.  No 
clamps are necessary.clamps are necessary.

74. Connect one end of the 18” x 3/8” hose to 74. Connect one end of the 18” x 3/8” hose to 
the PCV hose barb at the rear driver side.  Route the PCV hose barb at the rear driver side.  Route 
the hose forward and connect to the supercharg-the hose forward and connect to the supercharg-
er intake barb, no clamps are necessary.  See er intake barb, no clamps are necessary.  See 
the provided PCV Hose Routing Addendum.the provided PCV Hose Routing Addendum.

75. Press the HEMI cover onto the passenger 75. Press the HEMI cover onto the passenger 
side valve cover mounting posts.side valve cover mounting posts.
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76. Mount the idler bracket with the provided 76. Mount the idler bracket with the provided 
bolts, place a bead of Blue Loctite on the bolts bolts, place a bead of Blue Loctite on the bolts 
and torque to 18 ft-lbs.  Verify your torque wrench and torque to 18 ft-lbs.  Verify your torque wrench 
settings.settings.

77. Attach the two idler pulleys to the idler 77. Attach the two idler pulleys to the idler 
bracket using the provided bolts.  Place a bead bracket using the provided bolts.  Place a bead 
of Blue Loctite on the bolts and torque to 40 ft. of Blue Loctite on the bolts and torque to 40 ft. 
lbs, verify your torque wrench settings.lbs, verify your torque wrench settings.

78. Using a 3/8” drive ratchet or breaker bar, 78. Using a 3/8” drive ratchet or breaker bar, 
spring the tensioner and install the serpentine spring the tensioner and install the serpentine 
belt using the belt routing diagram provided in belt using the belt routing diagram provided in 
the rear of the instruction manual.the rear of the instruction manual.

79. Attach the hump hose between the airbox 79. Attach the hump hose between the airbox 
and the inlet using the supplied clamps.and the inlet using the supplied clamps.
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80. The throttle body plug needs to be ex-80. The throttle body plug needs to be ex-
tended to reach the new location on the super-tended to reach the new location on the super-
charger inlet.  Cut the plug off the existing throttle charger inlet.  Cut the plug off the existing throttle 
body harness.  Crimp on the new wiring harness body harness.  Crimp on the new wiring harness 
extension matching the color code of the existing extension matching the color code of the existing 
wiring using the supplied crimp connectors.wiring using the supplied crimp connectors.

81. Use a heat gun or hair dryer set on high to 81. Use a heat gun or hair dryer set on high to 
heat shrink your connections, crimping alone is heat shrink your connections, crimping alone is 
not enough to ensure continuity of connection.not enough to ensure continuity of connection.

82. Cover the extended harness using a 82. Cover the extended harness using a 
length of the supplied split loom to reach the length of the supplied split loom to reach the 
new plug.  Tape off each junction using electrical new plug.  Tape off each junction using electrical 
tape.tape.

83. Route the extended harness under the 83. Route the extended harness under the 
supercharger inlet, behind the idler bracket and supercharger inlet, behind the idler bracket and 
insert the throttle body control plug into the throt-insert the throttle body control plug into the throt-
tle body connection.tle body connection.
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84. Zip tie the harness to the driver side stud 84. Zip tie the harness to the driver side stud 
at the front of the valve cover as shown to anchor at the front of the valve cover as shown to anchor 
the harness and avoid movement of the harness the harness and avoid movement of the harness 
toward the serpentine belt line.toward the serpentine belt line.

85. Snap the driver side HEMI cover back into 85. Snap the driver side HEMI cover back into 
place on the existing mounting posts.place on the existing mounting posts.

86. Route the intercooler reservoir hose to 86. Route the intercooler reservoir hose to 
the passenger side hose barb at the rear of the the passenger side hose barb at the rear of the 
supercharger lid.  Connect using one of the sup-supercharger lid.  Connect using one of the sup-
plied spring clamps.plied spring clamps.

87. Route the remaining hose from the inter-87. Route the remaining hose from the inter-
cooler heat exchanger to the driver side barb on cooler heat exchanger to the driver side barb on 
the supercharger and connect using one of the the supercharger and connect using one of the 
supplied spring clamps.supplied spring clamps.
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88. Install the stock hose between the airbox 88. Install the stock hose between the airbox 
and the oil fi ll riser hose barb below the oil fi ll and the oil fi ll riser hose barb below the oil fi ll 
cap.  See the provided PCV Hose Routing Ad-cap.  See the provided PCV Hose Routing Ad-
dendum.dendum.

89. Fill the intercooler system at the reservoir 89. Fill the intercooler system at the reservoir 
using a 50-50 mix of engine coolant and distilled using a 50-50 mix of engine coolant and distilled 
water.  The intercooler system will hold approxi-water.  The intercooler system will hold approxi-
mately six quarts of liquid.  Fill the reservoir until mately six quarts of liquid.  Fill the reservoir until 
the fl uid level comes to about one and a quarter the fl uid level comes to about one and a quarter 
inch from the top edge of the fi ller neck.inch from the top edge of the fi ller neck.

90. Using a straight blade screwdriver, open 90. Using a straight blade screwdriver, open 
the bleed valve to let any trapped air escape from the bleed valve to let any trapped air escape from 
the intercooler system.  Some coolant will be lost the intercooler system.  Some coolant will be lost 
when bleeding the system.  Add coolant as nec-when bleeding the system.  Add coolant as nec-
essary to the reservoir and continue to bleed the essary to the reservoir and continue to bleed the 
system until you can get a steady stream of cool-system until you can get a steady stream of cool-
ant from the valve for over one minute.  Check ant from the valve for over one minute.  Check 
the intercooler reservoir level and re-open the the intercooler reservoir level and re-open the 
bleed valve as needed.bleed valve as needed.

91. Refi ll the radiator using the drained 91. Refi ll the radiator using the drained 
strained fl uid removed earlier and top off as nec-strained fl uid removed earlier and top off as nec-
essary.essary.
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92. Snap in the fascia to radiator covers92. Snap in the fascia to radiator covers

93. Re-install the factory splash shields using 93. Re-install the factory splash shields using 
the stock fasteners.the stock fasteners.

94. Connect the battery negative terminal re-94. Connect the battery negative terminal re-
moved earlier.moved earlier.

95. Start the vehicle for fi ve seconds and 95. Start the vehicle for fi ve seconds and 
shut off.  Check for fuel, coolant leaks and su-shut off.  Check for fuel, coolant leaks and su-
percharger belt alignment.  Check radiator and percharger belt alignment.  Check radiator and 
intercooler reservoir levels and top off as neces-intercooler reservoir levels and top off as neces-
sary.  sary.  
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96. After the initial start up, and the engine 96. After the initial start up, and the engine 
has come to operating temperature, recheck the has come to operating temperature, recheck the 
coolant level in the engine and intercooler reser-coolant level in the engine and intercooler reser-
voir.  Open the bleed valve again to allow any re-voir.  Open the bleed valve again to allow any re-
sidual air trapped to escape the system.  Check sidual air trapped to escape the system.  Check 
all hose connections. all hose connections. 

97. Test drive the vehicle for the fi rst few miles 97. Test drive the vehicle for the fi rst few miles 
under normal driving conditions.  Listen for any under normal driving conditions.  Listen for any 
noises, vibrations, engine miss fi re or anything noises, vibrations, engine miss fi re or anything 
that does not seem normal.  The supercharger that does not seem normal.  The supercharger 
does have a slight whining noise under boost does have a slight whining noise under boost 
conditions, this is normal.  Also during the super-conditions, this is normal.  Also during the super-
charger break-in, the rotors are self honing, the charger break-in, the rotors are self honing, the 
noise will reduce quickly.  noise will reduce quickly.  

98. After the initial test drive, gradually work 98. After the initial test drive, gradually work 
the vehicle to wide open throttle runs.  Listen for the vehicle to wide open throttle runs.  Listen for 
any engine detonation (pinging).  If engine deto-any engine detonation (pinging).  If engine deto-
nation is present, let up on the throttle immedi-nation is present, let up on the throttle immedi-
ately.  Most detonation is caused by low octane ately.  Most detonation is caused by low octane 
fuel still in the tank.  PREMIUM FUEL MUST BE fuel still in the tank.  PREMIUM FUEL MUST BE 
USED.  Have fun and think about getting a radar USED.  Have fun and think about getting a radar 
detector!detector!

                                  

Please enjoy your “Magna Charged” 

performance responsibly.  

HEMI Belt Routing DiagramHEMI Belt Routing Diagram
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If you have questions about your vehicles performance, please check with your installation facility 
or call Magna Charger at (805)642-8833, Monday through Friday, 8am to 5pm (Pacifi c Time).

Ventura, CA.  MagnaCharger, Ventura, CA.  MagnaCharger, 
manufacturer of superchargers manufacturer of superchargers 
and supercharger systems for and supercharger systems for 
foreign and domestic vehicles, foreign and domestic vehicles, 
was presented the prestigious was presented the prestigious 
award at the annual Specialty award at the annual Specialty 
Equipment Market Association Equipment Market Association 
Show (SEMA in Las Vegas, Show (SEMA in Las Vegas, 
Nevada.Nevada.

The award was presented for The award was presented for 
the Radix Intercooled super-the Radix Intercooled super-
charger system, designed for charger system, designed for 
the Chevrolet, GMC and Cadil-the Chevrolet, GMC and Cadil-
lac, 4.8L, 5.3L and 6.0L Gen-lac, 4.8L, 5.3L and 6.0L Gen-
eral Motors Trucks and SUV’s eral Motors Trucks and SUV’s 
including the new H2 and SSR.including the new H2 and SSR.

Sponsored by General Motors Corporation, the SEMA Design Award for the “Most Innovative Sponsored by General Motors Corporation, the SEMA Design Award for the “Most Innovative 
Product” was awarded to Magna Charger and recognized by the all-star team of judges for their Product” was awarded to Magna Charger and recognized by the all-star team of judges for their 
outstanding and innovative design achievement.  The criteria used by the judges included innova-outstanding and innovative design achievement.  The criteria used by the judges included innova-
tioin, technical achievement, quality and workmanship.tioin, technical achievement, quality and workmanship.
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